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1.1

Implementation Details
Student Generator and Discriminator Settings

The student generator contains 6 convolutional layers. Each layer adopts the
convolutional filter that has a 3 × 3 kernel with stride 1 and padding 1. The
input and output of each layer are of dimension 224 × 224. At the last layer,
a sigmoid function is applied to output the subject map with each pixel value
ranging from 0 to 1.
The discriminator has 12 convolutional layers. The kernel sizes are set to
3 × 3. It down samples an input with width 224 × height 224 to a binary output
for the real or fake classification.
1.2

Experiments Settings for I3D

Our I3D models are initialized from 2D CNNs pre-trained on ImageNet [4], and
we choose ResNet [2] as our backbone. Every input clip has 8 frames, which is
sampled from 64 consecutive frames with a stride of 8. The I3D input size is
8 × 3 × 224 × 224. The batch size is set to 128 and the momentum is set to 0.9.
We train the 3D models for 60 epochs with mini-batch SGD, The initial learning
rate is 0.01 and the learning rate will be divided by 30th at the 40th and 50th
epoch. Location jittering, horizontal flipping, corner cropping, and scale jittering
are used for data augmentation.
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Accuracy Analysis for Individual Class

As shown in Table 1, we list the performance of our full SGNet w/ Var (img+flow)
for each individual class. The portion of each class is the same in the training,
validation and testing sets, which corresponds to the natural distribution of
movie data.
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Table 1. Each individual class’s accuracy
Classes

ECS CS MS FS LS Staic Motion Push Pull

Accuracy (↑)
85.8 84.5 86.9 87.0 95.1 95.0
Data percentage 19% 22% 22% 20% 17% 60%

78.5
27%

28.4 27.4
11% 2%

Table 2. Confusion matrix of shot scale prediction
Classes ECS CS

MS

FS

LS

ECS

0.86 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.00

CS
MS
FS
LS

0.08
0.01
0.00
0.00

0.84
0.08
0.01
0.00

0.08
0.87
0.06
0.01

0.00
0.04
0.88
0.04

0.00
0.00
0.04
0.95

In shot scale prediction, each class’s performance is quite similar. The class
with the highest accuracy is long shot (95.1%) and the class with the lowest
accuracy is close-up shot (84.5%). Observed from The confusion matrix of scale
as shown in Table 2. It is reasonable to see that shot is misclassified to the
neighborhood of its ground truth. However, the performance for shot movement
prediction varies greatly for different classes due to the imbalanced data distribution. Static achieved the highest accuracy 95.0% while the accuracies of pull
and push are around 30%, because these classes take small portions in the whole
dataset. Thus, how to solve this unbalanced data problem is very important in
the future works.
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Automatic Video Editing Details

Video editing is the central art of film making, where the shot type plays an
important role in conveying the underlying stories and emotions. The usage of
different shots usually depends on the movie genres and the preferences of the
filmmakers. The model we propose in this paper could classify the shot type of
a givens video shot and generate edited shot candidates from random proposals
for users, based on their flavors and specified shot types.
In the Titanic editing case, the original shot is obtained from a single shot of
the film, where we apply shot detection [5] to obtain the original shot clip. The
original resolution of it is 1080P. We first cut it into four segments using activespeaker [3]. Then we transfer the second and fourth segments from medium shot
to close shot using the pipeline proposed in the Figure 6 in the paper. After this
transfer, the resolution of these two shots are about 500P∼720P. Then they are
downscaled to 480P. And the first and third segments are directly downscaled
from 1080P to 480P without other changes.
In the DAVIS editing cases, each original video is a single shot with 720P
resolution. In the first and second examples parkour and boxing, we select a
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Fig. 1. (a) Proportion of each scale and movement type in MovieShots dataset; (b)
The movie trailers used in MovieShots cover a wide range of genres

segment out from the original and change the shot type style accordingly. In the
third example man-bike, we change the whole shot from full shot to close shot.
The changed segments and unchanged segments are all downscaled to 480P.
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4.1

Dataset
Annotation Details

The criterion of each shot class annotation is made under the supervision from
professional film producers and scholars in the field of cinematic arts. We also
reference to previous works [1,6,7]. Note that, all the annotations are done by
the professionals.
Scale Annotation. The shot scale is categorized into five classes, long shot,
full shot, medium shot, close-up shot and extreme close-up shot.
1. Long shot: The long shot is taken from a great distance, it almost always an
exterior shot and shows much of the locale.
2. Full shot: The full shot barely includes the human body in full, with the
head near the top of the frame and the feet near the bottom.
3. Medium shot: The medium shot contains a figure from the knee or waist up.
4. Close-up shot: The close-up shot concentrates on a relatively small object
such as an actor’s face.
5. Extreme close-up shot: Extreme close-up shot is a variation of close-up shot,
it focus on more detail of the object than close-up shot.
Notion: Although each shot category has clear definition, in film-making, there
are still few shots in the fuzzy zone of two categories, especially in full shot and
medium shot. In this case, we take the main character facing the camera as the
criterion to judge the scale of the shot.
Movement Annotation. The shot movement is classified into four categories,
static shot. pans and tilts shot, pull shot, push shot.
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Static shot: The camera is fixed, but the subject is free to move.
Motion shot: The camera moves or rotates.
Pull shot: The camera zooms in.
Push shot: The camera zooms out.

Notion: If a shot is taken by a camera that is carried by the photographer, it is
a hard case, since the photographer has a slightly body shake. In this case, our
criterion is that if the annotator is unable to clearly judge the direction of shot
movement, this is a static shot.
4.2

Copyright Issue

We use publicly available trailers rather than full movies in our dataset and
provide the URLs instead of the original videos, for which copyright is not a
problem.
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